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“Palestine is the barometer of Western integrity”

Don’t call me a Palestinian of the Palestinian Territories because it is called Palestine.
Don’t give me a fraction of my homeland and call it a solution. 

Don’t give me oppression and call it peace. 
Don’t give me a Bantustan and call it a home.

Don’t give me a prison and call it freedom. 
Don’t draw the borders of my existence according to your whims and interests and call it a state.

My Palestine is the home that is mine since the dawn of history till the end of history.
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From London/UK

1. Anniversaries:
 100 years since the Balfour Declaration  02 November 1917 (and Britain’s renegation on its 

promise to protect the rights of the existing indigenous Palestinian population)
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 50 years since the 1967 War and the military occupation and control of the West Bank, Gaza 
and east Jerusalem by Israeli military forces.

 10 years since the blockade of Gaza (14 June 2007), by Israel, controlling all land, sea and air
borders.

2. Gerald Kaufman
Craig Murray's article  includes both attacks on Gerald Kaufman by Zionists and GK's phenomenal time in Parliament 2009. 

https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2017/02/gerald-kaufman/
Murray was British Ambassador to Uzbekistan who was sacked by Jack Straw because he drew Government’s attention  to
torture and questionable intelligence which they wanted ignored. 

3. Human Rights Watch director denied work permit in Israel and the oPT
Israeli authorities denied Human Rights Watch’s application for a work permit for its Israel and Palestine director on the grounds
that it is not a real human rights group.  In its February 20, 2017 letter denying a work permit for Omar Shakir, the Interior
Ministry cited an opinion received from the Foreign Ministry that Human Rights Watch’s “public activities and reports have
engaged in politics in the service of Palestinian propaganda, while falsely raising the banner of ‘human rights.’”  The denial
comes as the authorities seek to limit the space for local and international human rights groups to operate in Israel and the
Occupied Palestinian Territories.
Source:  Labour Friends of Palestine and the Middle East

4. “Legalising the illegal and alternative facts on the ground” – Parliament supports 
motion on illegal Israeli settlements

MPs in Parliament approved a motion on Thursday 9th February 2017, to condemn Israel’s illegal settlement activity. Speaking
during the debate, MPs from across the parties spoke about the impact that the illegal settlement activity had been having on
Palestinians. With contributions from over 18 MP supporters of Labour Friends of Palestine and the Middle East amongst the
large number of MPs who spoke, there was widespread support calls that the UK government must no longer just condemn
Israel’s settlement activity, but take action in response.
Read the full statement by LFPME here.
Source:  Labour Friends of Palestine and the Middle East

5. “What on earth Is going on In the West Bank - And how are we letting It happen?
Sarah Champion MP writes about her recent trip to Palestine

“It’s cold. Really bitterly cold. The wind is whipping across the open countryside and the military compound I’m standing in is the
first thing which breaks its path. It is the first week of January and I’m in Palestine, queuing to get inside so that I can see for
myself the child detainees as they are processed and charged.  I’m lucky.  We sent my documents to the Israelis in advance and
the two international lawyers I am with are well-known, so within 10 minutes we’re in.  Not so fortunate are the parents who had
been queuing long before we arrived.  They most likely set off at five am to be there when the first case is called at nine. 
Palestine is a tiny country, about the same size as an English county, but it’s not the distance or the lack of public transport that
makes journeys there so long, it’s the checkpoints.”
Read the full account of her trip here.
Source:  Labour Friends of Palestine and the Middle East

6. Israeli Apartheid Week a success despite attempts to shut it down
Statement from the Israeli Apartheid Week UK organising committee
 
The 13th annual Israeli Apartheid Week (IAW)   was successfully launched on more than 30 university campuses across the UK
over the past two weeks. Students were determined to ensure open debate and critical perspectives on Israel’s apartheid
policies  towards  the  Palestinians  were  present  on  university  campuses.  A series  of  panels,  seminars,  workshops,  film
screenings and cultural  events  highlighted Palestinian  history,  narratives and the  Palestinian-led  Boycott,  Divestment  and
Sanctions (BDS) movement.
 
This year’s IAW took place as Israel intensifies its colonisation. Already in 2017, Israel has announced plans to build thousands
of  new illegal  settlement  units  in  the  occupied West  Bank and East  Jerusalem,  and has continued with  its  demolition  of
Palestinian homes and villages on both sides of the Green Line.  Hundreds of students, faculty and community members around
the UK took part in impressive IAW events which examined UK government complicity in Israel’s violations of Palestinian human
rights  including  the  UK-Israel  arms  trade  and  advocated  for  BDS  until  Israel  complies  with  international  law.  Veteran
campaigners against apartheid in South Africa and Dream Defenders, part of the Movement for Black Lives toured campuses
focusing attention on commonalities between struggles against institutional racism and state sanctioned violence.  
 
Organisers were faced with a discriminatory and coordinated censorship campaign to shut down IAW. Although professing
support for freedom of expression, some universities placed draconian restrictions on IAW events, including last minute ‘risk
assessments’,  imposition  of  external  moderators,  securitised  pre-registration  processes,  and  even  potentially  unlawful
cancellations. Students were not given clear information about these restrictions, and in one case, only learned of the university
having cancelled their event when they read about it in the newspaper.  These restrictions created an atmosphere of fear and
intimidation on university campuses and was clearly targeted at specific events, communities and perspective. Even if some
disagree with the analogy between Israel and apartheid South Africa, students have the right to discuss such issues in an
atmosphere free of censorship and discrimination.  Campaigns to silence the Palestine solidarity movement and shut down BDS
activism echo Israel’s much longer militarised silencing of the Palestinian narrative and the attempts to erase Palestinian history
and decades long resistance against Israel’s settler colonial project.
 
Freedom of expression is at stake here not only for campaigning around Palestinian rights, but social justice campaigning more
broadly. The attacks on Palestine campaigning must be situated within today’s overall current political context which facilitates
discrimination towards marginalised groups.  As long as Israel’s system of oppression against the Palestinian people continues,
students will also continue to organise to end military, diplomatic and institutional support for it. No amount of external meddling
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to shut down or censor IAW events will work – we will continue to uphold the right to campaign on university campuses and
advocate for justice and freedom.
Source: War on Want / EuroPal Forum, 07.03.2017 

From  Europe/America
1. What EU’s Mogherini, Tillerson agreed on
The European Union finds itself at a crossroads, as important changes are taking place both inside and outside of Europe. And
the outcome of this crossroads will undoubtedly affect many regions in the world, including the Middle East. With the exit of the
United Kingdom from the EU, a US president openly critical of the EU and the possibility of an anti-EU president at the French
Elysee Palace,  EU leaders  will  be  forced  to  reassess their  policies.  EU’s  foreign  and security  policies  stand first  in  this
reassessment line, as Brussels must redefine its relationship with the new US administration. With the United States and Russia
both aspiring to a weaker EU and not exactly lamenting the Brexit, EU leadership is in the process of developing policies of
greater independence.
Federica Mogherini, the EU high representative for foreign affairs and security policy, had her first meeting with US Secretary of
State Rex Tillerson on Feb. 9. A senior official close to Mogherini told Al-Monitor that the meeting focused on mapping out the
agenda for future discussions between the United States and the EU. The aim of the EU is to create a balance between
compromises with US President Donald Trump’s administration and a more independent foreign policy, as defined by German
Chancellor Angela Merkel. The issues on the US-EU agenda include the situation in Ukraine, the Iran deal, the fight against the
Islamic State (IS) and other fundamentalist terror, the situation in Syria and an Israeli-Palestinian two-state solution.

Mogherini has said publicly that she is dismayed by the unorganized decision-making process of the White House, but she will
keep an ongoing rapport with the US secretary of state. Her associates explain that the EU awaits the input of Russia on the US
positions, especially in relation to Ukraine, the Iran deal, Syria and the war on IS.  On the Israeli-Palestinian issue, it is clear that
a two-state solution and the curbing of Israeli settlement policies is of greater urgency to the EU than it is to the United States.
The senior EU official said that on this issue specifically, the EU will express an  independent foreign policy, steered by the
common interests and views of its member states. With the last  Middle East Quartet report on obstacles to the two-state
solution in July 2016 and the anti-settlement United Nations Security Council Resolution 2334, freezing settlement expansion is
a high priority for the EU. According to the official,  Brussels will  attempt to convince the United States to go ahead with a
diplomatic move on a two-state solution while accepting Trump’s preference for a regional approach.

In this vein, the EU is revisiting the last joint European-American approach to a policy platform for Israeli-Palestinian conflict
resolution created by former US President George H.W. Bush: the Madrid conference of 1991, which promoted parallel bilateral
and multilateral negotiation tracks. In a current configuration, a Madrid II conference could again take the role of a plenary
launching of bilateral and multilateral negotiations.  The EU official describes the parameters of a possible Madrid II conference:
The invitation to such a conference would be based on existing agreements between the parties and relevant Security Council
resolutions, with the inviting part being the Quartet (EU, UN, United States and Russia). The date and location would be agreed
upon with the United States and Russia.  The representation level  would be of foreign ministers,  except for Israel and the
Palestinian Authority, which should be represented by Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and President Mahmoud Abbas,
respectively.

The conference will launch direct Israeli-Palestinian negotiations, to be held both in the region and in the United States. The
sides will negotiate all permanent status issues: borders, security, Jerusalem, refugees, settlements and end of conflict. During
the negotiations, both sides must  refrain from  any unilateral  acts (including settlement expansion for  Israel,  turning to UN
agencies for Palestinians) that could predetermine permanent status. The time frame of these negotiations will be one year;
another plenary session to report the progress would convene in 2018.  On the multilateral track, the basis will be the 2002 Arab
Peace Initiative, with a gradual beginning of normalization between Israel and the Arab states. The multilateral talks would take
place in Brussels and refer to the following topics: economic cooperation, environment, regional security and anti-terror, and
water. The representation level of these talks would mostly be of experts and will progress in parallel to the bilateral track, with
the aim of consolidating agreement points. These, in turn, would be reported and discussed at the 2018 plenary session.
The senior  EU official  emphasized that,  given the danger of  a total  diplomatic stalemate, which would lead to a possible
outbreak of violence, it is essential to agree with the US administration on a peace negotiation platform, while securing a leading
role for the United States.

A senior Israeli Foreign Ministry official who spoke to Al-Monitor on condition of anonymity rejected any such initiative that would
create  an international  framework for  negotiations.  Israel,  according  to  him,  will  agree only  to  bilateral  and unconditional
negotiations with the Palestinians.  Despite Israel’s rejection, Netanyahu’s government could be in for a surprise. The EU’s talks
with the United States and with Russia could bear fruits, and such a framework may come about as a result of these talks about
the region.
Source:  Uri Savir, Al Monitor, 05.03.2017 
Read  more:  http://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2017/03/israel-eu-palestine-madrid-ii-mogherini-
tillerson.html#ixzz4av7lBfRU

2. Israeli authorities refuse EU delegation entry into besieged Gaza Strip
A European parliament delegation that attempted to enter the besieged Gaza Strip to assess the residual damage of Israel’s
2014 military offensive was denied entry by Israeli  authorities on Wednesday.   According to a statement  released by the
European Parliament’s Delegation for relations with Palestine, Israeli authorities told the group that their entry was denied owing
to the fact that only humanitarian workers and diplomats accredited by the Israeli government or the Palestinian Authority (PA)
are allowed access to Gaza, which has been held under an Israeli military blockade for a decade.   The statement noted that the
delegation has been denied entry since 2011. 
 
The delegation's  statement  decried  the  decision  to  refuse them access to  Gaza,  saying  that  the  decision  was based on
“arbitrary grounds” and that the Israeli explanation was “unacceptable.”  “We had hoped that that visit had ushered in a new
more cooperative era, but this has not been the case… What is there to hide from us? Our positions are well-known,” the
statement read.  The delegation went on to demand the return of the PA to the Gaza Strip. “We urge all Palestinian forces to
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resume efforts towards reconciliation without delay, building on the latest unity deal reached in January,” the chairman of the
delegation Neoklis Sylikiotis said. He also called on the international community “to put pressure on Israel” in order to end the
crippling Israeli siege on the Palestinian territory. 
  
“On the ground in Gaza our aim is to assess the reconstruction and rehabilitation efforts to which the EU is the major donor. EU
aid targets the promotion of employment and the poverty in Gaza. We are working to ensure the people in Gaza have access to
basic necessities including potable drinking water, food, housing, and schools,” Sylikiotis added.  According to the statement,
the delegation included Sylikiotis and four members of the European parliament: Margrete Auken (Denmark), Brando Benifei
(Italy), Ivo Vajgl (Slovenia), and Angela Vallina (Spain). 
 
The 2014 Israeli military offensive on the Gaza Strip caused the deaths of 2,251 Palestinians, 1,462 of them civilians, and 72
Israelis, five of them civilians, according to UN documentation.  A recent report adopted by the Parliamentary Assembly of the
Council of Europe in January stated that the humanitarian situation in Gaza had “significantly worsened” since 2014, adding that
17,650 families, amounting to some 100,000 people, were displaced by the conflict.  At least 142 Palestinian families have lost
three or more members in attacks on residential buildings during the Israeli assault, the UN reported, adding that there were
credible allegations that the incidents amounted to war crimes.
 
The Gaza Strip has suffered under an Israeli military blockade since 2007, when Hamas became the de facto ruling party in the
territory. Residents of Gaza suffer from high unemployment and poverty rates, as well as the consequences of three devastating
Israeli  military  offenses  since  2008.   The  UN  warned  in  2015  that  the  besieged  Palestinian  territory  could  become
“uninhabitable” by 2020 due to the ongoing Israeli military siege that has crippled Gaza's economy and infrastructure for its
some two million residents.
Source: MAAN News / EuroPal Forum, 22.02.2017 

From Palestine/Israel

1.             Fury as Israeli MP openly calls for apartheid
AS PEOPLE around the world mark Israeli Apartheid Week, MP Miki Zohar of Israel’s ruling party said the two-state solution to
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is “dead” — and that Israel must impose apartheid on the Palestinian people.  Following Mr
Zohar’s comments in a Sunday TV interview, Israeli Defence Minister Avigdor Lieberman said yesterday that the US had warned
Tel Aviv against annexing the occupied West Bank.  He said he had received phone calls “from the entire world” demanding an
explanation after Mr Zohar, a member of Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s Likud party, called for a one-state solution in
which Palestinians would have no parliamentary representation.

“We received a direct message — not an indirect message and not a hint — from the United States,” Mr Lieberman told the
Knesset’s  foreign  affairs  and  defence  committee.   “Imposing  Israeli  sovereignty  on  Judea  and  Samaria  would  mean  an
immediate crisis with the new administration,” he said, using the biblical term for the West Bank favoured by Zionist parties.  On
Sunday Mr Zohar told national TV channel i24News: “The two-state solution is dead.”  “What is left is a one-state solution with
the Arabs here [not holding] full citizenship, because full citizenship can allow them to vote to the Knesset,” he said.  “They will
get all of the rights like every citizen except voting for the Knesset.  “They will be able to vote and be elected in their city under
administrative autonomy and under Israeli sovereignty and with complete security control.”

Mr Zohar qualified his plan by saying the 2.5 million residents of the West Bank could gain full voting rights by serving in the
Israeli army or civil service.  When journalist Tami Molad, another guest on the programme, expressed scepticism that millions
of Palestinians would enlist in the occupation forces, Mr Zohar agreed they would “let go” of the offer of full citizenship. “The
Palestinians will have to choose if they want to be citizens with equal rights or not,” he said.  Mr Zohar lamented that Israel had
not wrought more devastation on the besieged Gaza Strip during its last onslaught on the enclave in 2014.
“Maybe the next time, we’ll not finish only a third, maybe all of Gaza,” he boasted, insisting Israel had to prove it was stronger
than Hamas, the Islamist movement that governs Gaza.

Last month US President Donald Trump said he was open to a one-state solution to the Israeli occupation, which the Palestine
Liberation Organisation immediately condemned.  Britain’s Palestine Solidarity Campaign said Mr Zohar had been emboldened
by Mr Trump’s vocal support for Israel.  PSC director Ben Jamal said: “Miki Zohar’s vision of a one-state solution in which
Palestinians are denied basic citizenship rights is a straightforward call for an apartheid state.  “The message the international
community sends to Israel must be clear: We will not permit you to privilege one group over another on the basis of ethnicity or
cultural heritage.”  Mr Zohar’s comments came as South Africa, where apartheid was overthrown two decades ago, prepared to
mark Israeli Apartheid Week. British student bodies held their own events last week.

The Congress of South African Trade Unions (Cosatu) — allied to the ANC liberation movement — hosted the opening event at
its Johannesburg headquarters.   Cosatu called for  a renewed worldwide boycott  of Israel,  one of apartheid South Africa’s
staunchest allies to the end.  The federation has been forced to defend itself in court over recent weeks against allegations of
anti-semitism by the South African Board of Jewish Deputies and the South African Human Rights Commission.  Israeli Interior
Ministry spokesman Barak Seri said the northern Israeli Arab village of Jatt had taken down the sign from a street recently
named after late Palestinian Liberation Organisation leader and national hero Yasser Arafat.  On Sunday Mr Netanyahu said he
would not allow streets to be “named after murderers of Israelis and Jews.”
Source:  James Tweedie in World, Morning Star, 07.03.2017 
2. Israel's chronic impunity disorder
In preparing to write this column, I looked up the Hebrew word that best describes the cultural-moral connotation of the English
word “impunity.” I had learned the Spanish “impunidad” from an Argentinian colleague while covering the horrific terror attack on
the Jewish community centre in Buenos Aires in 1994. He used the word to describe his country’s social ills and predicted that
the  attackers  would  never  be  caught.  He  was,  indeed,  correct.  The  literal  meaning,  “exemption  from punishment,” barely
encompasses the indifference to social ills and criminal wrongdoing, verging on indulgence, that has taken root in Israeli society.
Thousands of words have been written  and spoken about the  report  issued Feb. 28 by the state  comptroller on the  2014
Operation Protective Edge in Gaza. Bereaved parents wept as they read the document describing how the country’s leadership
sent their children to their deaths with barely a thought. Israeli residents of communities bordering Gaza discovered that Cabinet
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ministers dozed off during discussions of the danger that terrorists could at any moment infiltrate through tunnels from Gaza
and into the homes where their babies slept.

The media  went  wild,  the opposition  growled and the government  deflected criticism.  Prime Minister  Benjamin  Netanyahu
shrugged off the significant failures State Comptroller Joseph Shapira cataloged, as if flicking cigar ash off his Armani suit. He
was not ashamed to accuse Shapira, whom he had appointed, of hurting Israeli  soldiers. The prime minister, accused of a
colossal failure that resulted in the deaths of dozens of Israeli soldiers and hundreds of Palestinian children, cynically patted
himself  on  the  shoulder.  He  did  not  wait  for  publication  of  the  report,  saying  a  few  days  beforehand,  “Unlike  the  state
comptroller,  I  back  the  commanders  of  the  IDF.”   Still,  many  Israelis  remained  apathetic to  this news.  Television  viewers
switched from news coverage of the report  to  watch “Big Brother,”  cafes filled to bursting with patrons,  and travel  agents
scurried to provide last-minute vacation packages for the upcoming Passover holiday. The average Israeli has learned how
to peacefully co-exist with the pervasive reality of impunity.

The late Haaretz editor David Landau, may he rest in peace, used to say that there is no crime more egregious than the
occupation. In his mind, that meant that law enforcement authorities and the media should have set aside the criminal scandals
linked to Prime Minister Ariel Sharon and his successor,  Ehud Olmert, and enabled them to push forward with their plans to
vacate the occupied territories. The sharp-tongued senior Israeli journalist and pundit Amnon Abramovitz suggested that the
media wrap Sharon in cotton, as one would a precious gem, and leave him alone so he could carry out the 2005 Israeli
withdrawal from Gaza.

If that’s the case, average Israelis ask themselves, what’s so bad about Aryeh Deri's  appointment as interior minister after
serving jail time for crimes committed when he held that same office some 22 years earlier. Even Israel’s Arab communities say
that no interior minister has done more to address their local concerns than Deri. The mayor of Bat Yam, Shlomo Lahiani,
continues to enjoy great popularity among residents of his central coastal town even after being convicted of corruption and sent
to  jail.  Residents  say  no  mayor  made  their  town  flourish  like  he  did,  after  years  of  being  regarded  as  a  wilted
appendage of neighbouring Tel Aviv. Rabbi  Yoshiyahu Pinto served a jail sentence for bribery and upon his release this past
January was carried away on the shoulders of his adoring acolytes.  A number of people who occupied high offices — including
those of president (Moshe Katsav), prime minister (Olmert), finance minister (Avraham Hirschson) and welfare minister (Shlomo
Benizri) — have exchanged their suits for prison garb. Thus, the recent ruling that sent former Chief Rabbi Yona Metzger to join
them for corruption was met with a collective yawn. Little wonder that reports of public figures passing through prison gates
or police station doors are gradually being pushed to the tail end of the news.  

Since  the  beginning  of  this decade,  at  least  two  dozen  municipal  leaders  have  been  investigated  by  police  on  various
suspicions, and at least 10 have been convicted. Among them are former mayors who committed crimes while in office: Uri
Lupolianski of Jerusalem, Zvi Bar of Ramat Gan, Yitzhak Rochberger of Ramat Hasharon, Israel Sadan of Hadera, Benny
Regev of Lod, Yehoshua Forer of Rehovot,  Shimon Gafsou of Upper Nazareth and Oded Hameiri  of Safed. Transparency
International's Corruption Perception Index issued in January ranked the Israeli public sector 28th in the world — with 64 points
(100 being "very clean") — and among the member states of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development it
placed 22nd out of 34.

“Everybody steals,” a cab driver told me, speaking on the condition of anonymity. “So what if Bibi was given a  few boxes of
cigars? Even [HaBayit HaYehudi Chair] Naftali Bennett says one doesn’t bring down a government over a bunch of cigars.” That
naturally segues into the prevailing insight that “everyone screws up” and then to the usual bottom line: “Do you know anyone
who will protect us better than Bibi?” That, in turn, leads to Netanyahu’s mantra about life itself being more important than the
cost of living. This is Netanyahu’s answer to poverty and social injustice; this is the response to complaints about the cost of
living; and this is where the explanation lies for the country’s health care crisis.
One can accept the perspective that the security of the state is more important than public integrity and even more than the
Jewish character of the state and the values of democracy. But wait a minute. The Operation Protective Edge report points to a
clear lack of thoughtful judgment on a purely security-related issue. The comptroller wrote that the prime minister refused even
to discuss alternatives to a military option, which could have saved human lives. Thus Netanyahu is shirking responsibility for a
failure that relates to life itself.

The town squares, empty of protesters demanding Netanyahu's resignation, are proof of the fatal impact of the impunity germ. It
is even more deadly when the immune system — which includes the country’s top cops, prosecutors and media — is held
captive by the carrier of the disease.
Source:  Akiva Eldar, Al Monitor, 02.03.2017 
Read  more:  http://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2017/03/israel-gaza-war-2014-state-comptroller-report-
impunity.html#ixzz4auuNjmms

3. Palestinian media outlets commit to more coverage of women’s affairs
GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip — The Palestinian Ministry of Women’s Affairs, in collaboration with local media, is deploying major
efforts to encourage the media to address social affairs, and women’s affairs in particular, in an attempt to change stereotypes
and how society views Palestinian women.  On Dec. 5, 2016, 17 public and private Palestinian media organizations in Ramallah
signed a charter of honor prepared by the Ministry of Women’s Affairs, to launch a  safe media network that supports social
issues and women’s affairs.

On Feb. 8, the ministry held a meeting in Gaza with local media outlets that had joined the network to discuss ways to develop
mechanisms for the implementation of this charter.  Media outlets that signed the charter include Palestine TV, Wafa News
Agency,  Maan News Network,  Ajyal  radio  station,  Watan  TV,  Al-Quds newspaper  and Al-Raya radio  station.   Minister  of
Women’s Affairs Haifa Agha, told Al-Monitor that in two separate meetings 17 media outlets in the West Bank and nine others in
the Gaza     Strip signed the charter of honour to work together using the same approach to change stereotypes about women,
support their rights and address women’s affairs such as violence against them, denial of their inheritance, the right to choose a
spouse and gender equality.

Regarding the implementation of the charter, Agha explained that starting March 2017, the ministry will specify a women's issue
for media outlets to address uniformly and simultaneously during an agreed-upon period of time. The Ministry of Women’s
Affairs and the Ministry of Information will later coordinate to put forward more issues related to women.  Agha said, “The charter
stipulates several items, most notably the media’s commitment to collectively address women’s affairs and in coordination with
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the Ministry of Women’s Affairs to raise the issue of public opinion and achieve change. In addition, media outlets shall adopt a
new work strategy to dedicate a larger number of media programs and articles to women by reporting about women and
reporting in collaboration with women.”  She added, “Women in Palestine are better than men in several fields, most importantly
in education; there are only 100 male graduates for every 145 female graduates. Despite these figures, society does not give
women the chance to occupy leading positions in society — only 12% of positions higher than the position of general manager
are occupied by women.”

Agha explained that the ministry prepared this charter in an attempt to push local media into assuming a greater responsibility
and improving the quality of content by supporting women’s rights and promoting a culture to fight violence against women.
Raed Othman, a general manager at Maan network — Maan TV and Maan News — said that his network was excited to sign
the charter in order to adopt a unified vision with other media outlets to address women's issues.  Othman told Al-Monitor, “After
signing the charter of honor, Maan network decided to establish a gender control over the content published in articles and
programs, in addition to organizing courses for our journalists on the coverage of women’s affairs.”  He stressed that Maan
network has always been interested in women’s affairs, noting, “Supporting women’s affairs is one of our main concerns. We
have a daily morning show hosted by five women from the West Bank and Gaza, during which they discuss various issues
related to women. We also have two TV programs for women — 'Palestinian Women,' which features female role models and
women’s achievements in society, and 'Who Has the Right,' which highlights women’s rights. We also have a special column for
women’s affairs on our website.”

Othman explained that Maan’s management meets once every three months to set a new plan to address women’s affairs and
raise awareness about women’s rights in society. Currently, the network is working on launching a media campaign by March 8,
which marks International Women’s Day, to address several issues related to women such as violence against women, denial of
their inheritance and gender equality.  Shady Zamarah, the program director at Al-Raya, said that his radio station is committed
to the charter’s call for addressing women and gender affairs.  He told Al-Monitor, “We started implementing [the charter] by
issuing a circular to all newsrooms to start giving women priority in covering news and preparing programs. In addition, we
started relying more on female figures as a source of information and to highlight their presence in our society.”

Amal Siyam, the director of the Women’s Affairs Center in Gaza, believes local media does not assume enough responsibility in
changing stereotypes about women. She told Al-Monitor, “Although media outlets cover women’s affairs, they are not a priority
and they are not given the attention they deserve. This does not allow women to properly be in the spotlight.”  Siyam added,
“The media only pays attention to women on special occasions such as Women’s International Day on March 8 each year,”
expressing concern about the ministry’s charter of honour being occasional as well.  She called on media outlets to address
women’s affairs on a regular basis and constantly shed light on the achievements of female pioneers and those who support
their families, to show that women are productive members of society.  It  seems that the charter of honour drafted by the
Ministry of Women’s Affairs to support women is merely a moral and ethical commitment since it does not carry any punitive
measures against media outlets that have signed it but refuse to abide by its terms. This may mean that the sudden interest in
supporting women’s affairs may be a passing stage.
Source:  Rasha Abou Jalal, Al Monitor, 02.03.2017 
Read more: http://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2017/03/gaza-palestine-media-outlets-women-affairs.html#ixzz4av0FMloz

4. Will international forces enter Gaza Strip?
After meeting with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu in Washington Feb. 15, US President Donald Trump announced
in a press conference that he supports whatever Israelis and Palestinians end up agreeing upon, either a one-state solution or a
two-state solution. This brings around previously discussed options, such as a  confederation between the West Bank and
Jordan, a Palestinian state in the Gaza Strip and Sinai Peninsula, and a binational state for Palestinians and Jews.   On Feb.
26, Netanyahu met with Australian Foreign Minister Julie Bishop in Sydney and publicly suggested, for the first time ever, that
international forces take control of  the Gaza Strip as a security solution to deal with Gaza, without clarifying how such an
arrangement would be implemented.  On the same day, Salem Atallah, the head of the political department of the Mujahedeen
Brigades, said in a press statement that bringing in international forces to take control of Gaza is a far-fetched option because
“such foreign interference will be met with resistance.”  On Feb. 26, Mohammad al-Hindi, a member of the Palestinian Islamic
Jihad movement’s political bureau, said during a political forum in Istanbul that he believes the threats made by Israel about
international forces being deployed in Gaza are part of the psychological war on Palestinians.

Hamas  spokesman  Abdullatif  al-Kanou told  Al-Monitor,  “The  idea  of  international  forces  in  the  Gaza  Strip  is  completely
unacceptable because it is a blatant interference in Palestinian internal affairs and it only aims to eradicate the Palestinian
cause. Gaza was liberated from the Israeli occupation and now the blockade imposed by Israel since 2006 needs to end. Any
international forces in Gaza would serve as an occupation force, as they would be providing the Israeli occupation with a free
service.  The  Palestinian  people  will  never  accept  such  ideas  that  serve  Israel.”   Israel  might  be  aware  that  the  idea of
international  forces  in  Gaza  cannot  be  applied  immediately,  but  it  could  have suggested it  just  to  see how Palestinians,
neighbouring  countries  and the  international  community  would  respond.  Implementing  it  would  require  approval  from the
Palestinian Authority (PA) and Hamas. If these two parties do not grant permission, Israel could resort to agreements with
regional parties such as Egypt, which can approve the deployment of international forces in Gaza as it shares a long border with
Gaza.  Abdullah Abdullah, a member of Fatah’s Revolutionary Council, told Al-Monitor, “The idea of international forces in Gaza
is consistent  with Netanyahu’s  rejection of a Palestinian  state and his  desire  to  keep the  Gaza Strip  and the West Bank
separated, so as to eliminate the possibility of establishing a Palestinian state. Palestinians might not have a say in this, and
such forces could end up being imposed on them through a regional initiative, so Israel would not have to remain the only one
responsible for maintaining security at the border with Gaza.”

In May 2010, Palestinian President  Mahmoud Abbas met with then-US special envoy for the Middle East George Mitchell in
Ramallah and informed him of the PA’s approval of NATO forces being present in the Palestinian territories. This means that, if
need be, there could be a Palestinian desire to have United Nations forces on their land as part of a political solution.  Talal Abu
Zarifa, a member of the Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine’s political bureau, told Al-Monitor, “We are in favour of
the  deployment  of  international  forces  to  protect  the  Palestinian  people  in  all  the  lands  occupied  in  1967  — not  only  in
Gaza — and avoid any conflicts between the Palestinian forces regardless of their orientation. However, Netanyahu wants these
international forces to protect Israel from the resistance.”  Israel may be intending to get rid of any responsibility as far as the
Gaza  Strip  is  concerned.  It  seems  that  Israel  believes  the  deployment  of  international  forces  in  Gaza  may  lead  to  the
establishment of a port and an airport, which would allow Israel to guarantee its own security and turn Gaza from an Israeli
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issue into a regional and international issue, similar to other international experiences such as South Sudan's. However, this
raises several questions about the future of Hamas as a large armed force in Gaza.

Youssef Rizqa, the minister of information in the former Hamas government, told Al-Monitor, “Hamas will not accept Netanyahu’s
suggestion to deploy international forces in Gaza, as such a move would allow Israel to separate Gaza from the West Bank and
Jerusalem, and to annihilate the resistance in the Gaza Strip. This move would leave us with a model similar to the [UN Interim
Force in Lebanon], whereby Israel would allow Hamas to remain as an armed force alongside international forces based on
certain understandings, like Hezbollah’s case [in Lebanon]. This is because Israel would rather deal with NATO, which includes
European Union countries and the United States — which Israel has close ties with — than with UN-affiliated forces.”  The
Israeli government's proposal to bring international forces to Gaza comes at a time when the Palestinian scene is divided, and
this may lead to imposing control on the Palestinians, increasing foreign intervention in Palestinian affairs and weakening the
Palestinian option. This comes amid Israeli reports about Israel’s increased relations with Arab countries such as Egypt, Jordan
and some Arab Gulf countries and the decline of Israeli relations with the Palestinians.

Hossam al-Dajani, a professor of political science at Umma University in the Gaza Strip, told Al-Monitor, “Israel suggested the
deployment of international forces in Gaza to ensure its security and carry out its scheme of entrenching a state with no
sovereignty. Also, there is an Israeli understanding with Egypt in order for these forces to secure the Sinai border.”  Dajani
added,  "However,  I  expect  an  armed  clash  between  the  Palestinian  resistance and  these  troops,  which  would  support
Netanyahu’s vision whereby the resistance is a form of terrorism that should be fought through international forces. Also, such
deployment of forces should be preceded by a strong Israeli military strike against Hamas in Gaza, one that would take it years
back, in order to facilitate the entry of international troops. However, so long as Hamas has an  armed arsenal, no state will
agree to send its troops to Gaza.”

The Palestinians fear that the idea of international forces is part of an Israeli scheme to legitimize the occupation as part of an
agreement with regional countries, and that these troops will help implement the Israeli plan to establish separate cantons,
which will disconnect the Palestinian cities and towns from each other, such as in the West Bank.  The international forces may
come to somehow control the Palestinians and impose Israel’s vision instead of protecting them. This could further complicate
the Palestinian cause instead of solving it.
Source:  Adnan Abu Amer, Al Monitor,  05.03.2017 
Read more: http://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2017/03/israel-call-international-forces-gaza-hamas.html#ixzz4avB1xxU8

5. Will Hezbollah join Palestinian factions in confrontation with Israel?
GAZA CITY,  Gaza  Strip  —  On  Feb.  21,  Ramadan  Abdullah  Shalah,  secretary-general  of  the  Palestinian  Islamic  Jihad
movement, gave a speech at the Sixth International Conference in Support of the Palestinian Intifada in Tehran, during which he
called for the need to  unify fronts between Palestinian factions in Gaza and Hezbollah in Lebanon, in anticipation of Israel
waging a war against either one. This was not the first time a Palestinian figure made such a call. On Jan. 22, 2015, a similar
call came from Mohammed al-Deif, the commander of Hamas’ military wing, Izz ad-Din al-Qassam Brigades. Deif wrote a letter
to Hassan Nasrallah, the secretary-general of Hezbollah, to express condolences following the  death of Hezbollah members
killed in the Syrian town of Quneitra by an Israeli raid on Jan. 18, 2015. In the letter, Deif called on the need to unify efforts
within the Arab and Islamic nation to fight a single battle against Israel.

Shalah’s suggestion, to which Hezbollah has yet to publicly respond, raises questions in the Palestinian street about the timing
and goals of this call. The Palestinian Authority opposed this call, which was backed by Hamas and other Palestinian factions.
For their part, Israeli media outlets, such as Channel 20, expressed concerns about Shalah’s call. In an interview with Defense
News on Feb. 26, Brig. Gen. Yoel Strik, who previously served as the Home Front commander in the Israeli army and who will
assume the Northern Command position in the coming weeks, warned about the thousands of rockets that would fall upon
Israel in a single day, should a war erupt with Hezbollah or Palestinian factions in the Gaza Strip. Strik also expects such a war
to last for weeks, during which hundreds of thousands of Israelis would have to be evacuated from their homes.  Islamic Jihad
leader Khader Habib told Al-Monitor that Shalah’s call came in response to repeated threats made by Israel to wage a new war
on the Gaza Strip or Lebanon’s south, noting that the unity of Palestinian factions is a crucial factor in confronting the all-
powerful Israel.

He added, “We hope the party, which Shalah addressed [Hezbollah], pays heed to this call,” noting that there is coordination
between  Palestinian  factions  in  Gaza  and  Hezbollah,  which  provides  the  Palestinian  resistance  factions  with
(military)     assistance, information and training.  When asked about the possibility of the Islamic Jihad fighting a battle against
Israel alongside Hezbollah, Habib said that it was too early to talk about this, but his movement and other Palestinian factions
are  carefully  considering  this  probability.  Speaking to  Al-Monitor,  spokesman  for  the  Popular  Resistance Committees Abu
Mujahid confirmed that resistance factions in Gaza have been coordinating with Hezbollah, and their  joint  efforts will  reap
benefits  in  any  battle  Israel  could  possibly  wage.   Abu  Mujahid  further  explained  that  it  would  bode  well  for  Palestinian
resistance factions to open several military fronts against Israel, noting that the factions in Gaza are carrying out the required
military preparations in coordination with Hezbollah, which has been secretly smuggling weapons into Gaza for years, to protect
the Palestinian people.

Political and military experts concur that the tension prevailing over Hezbollah’s relationship with Hamas and the Islamic Jihad
could impede such a military agreement to unify fronts. Hamas and the Islamic Jihad refuse to take sides in the conflict in Syria
and do not agree with Hezbollah, which is fighting alongside Syrian President Bashar al-Assad’s forces inside Syria.  Retired
military expert Maj. Gen. Wasef Erekat believes that Shalah’s call can only be answered if the leaderships of the parties in Gaza
and southern Lebanon agree upon a unified political position. He further pointed out that the resistance’s resources in Gaza are
limited and only enough for self-defense purposes, unlike Hezbollah’s, which is backed financially and militarily by Iran.  Erekat
told Al-Monitor that Hezbollah in Lebanon and Palestinian factions in Gaza cannot defeat Israel and expel it from the region
once and for all; they only have enough resources to deter Israel, especially since the latter receives military, financial and
political support from Western countries, namely the United States.

Al-Monitor tried to contact several sources close to Hezbollah, but they refused to comment on the topic.  Military expert Yousef
Sharqawi shares Erekat’s views on the need to have a unified political stance between Palestinian factions themselves and with
Hezbollah before unifying fronts. He stressed that unifying fronts against Israel is very important for both the Palestinian and
Lebanese people in proving their superiority in any future confrontation with Israel.  Sharqawi explained that the most important
element in that equation is Hamas, because it represents the largest resistance faction in Gaza and stands with the Qatari
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camp, which opposes Iran and Hezbollah, noting that should Hamas maintain this position, all calls to unify fronts will remain
wishful thinking.  However, Sharqawi does not rule out the possibility of Shalah attempting to flatter Iran and Hezbollah through
his  call  in  order to receive more military and financial  support.  He also warned about Israel  exaggerating the Palestinian
resistance’s resources, which could demonstrate an Israeli intention to enter into a new military confrontation in the near future.
One could only wait for a military confrontation to present itself in order to find out whether the call to unify fronts could be
applied.
Source:  Ahmad Abu Amer, Al Monitor, 03.03.2017 

Read  more:  http://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2017/03/palestine-resistance-hamas-hezbollah-join-war-
israel.html#ixzz4avmZacAS

6. Israeli comedian implores Israel to wake up and smell apartheid.
In last monologue, Israeli comedy show host implores Israelis to wake up and smell the apartheid

In last monologue, Israeli comedy show host implores Israelis to 
wake up an...

Asaf Harel's scathing indictment of Israeli society has gone viral.

An Israeli comedy show host's searing indictment of Israeli society has gone viral on social media, raking in over 5,000 shares in
the two days since it was posted on the show's Facebook page on Monday.

In the video, Assaf Harel of "Good Night With Asaf Harel" castigates Israelis for ignoring the occupation and claims that Israel is 
an apartheid state.
Source: http://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/1.774663

7. Child Rights Briefing: February 2017
News and updates on the situation of Palestinian children living in the occupied West Bank, including East Jerusalem, and the
Gaza Strip.

Israel clears Palestinians and homes so its military can practice 

February 6, 2017—Evictions, demolitions, and UXO are constant risks for Palestinian children living in areas of the Jordan
Valley that Israel has declared as "firing zones," where Israeli battalions regularly assemble to hone their combat skills. Before
tanks can shoot off missile rounds and soldiers can carry out practice missions, goats are removed, animal pens and tents are
dismantled. Read more.

Q&A with the Palestine Center for Democracy & Conflict Resolution: Ending sexual violence against children in Gaza 

February 8, 2017—The legal climate is the biggest obstacle to ending sexual violence against children in Gaza, according to
the Palestine Center for Democracy and Conflict Resolution (PCDCR), an independent civil society organization that works with
child survivors. Read more.

Israeli forces seriously injure 17-year-old in Jenin clashes

February 9, 2017—Clashes with Israeli forces near the West Bank city of Jenin on January 29 left one Palestinian youth dead
and five others injured, including a 17-year-old who sustained a gunshot wound to the back. Read more.

DCIP delivers 11,000 signatures to US State Department 

February 2, 2017—DCIP and American Friends Service Committee delivered a petition to the US State Department signed by
over 11,000 individuals. The petition, part of the No Way to Treat a Child campaign, urges the Secretary of State to hold Israeli

authorities accountable for ill-treatment and torture of Palestinian children. Read more. 
Source: Defence of Children International – Palestine     www.dci-palestine.org

8. Apartheid
What makes Israeli apartheid "special"?

What makes Israeli apartheid "special"?
Collection of essays examines the similarities and differences between South 
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Africa under white rule and present...

9. How Netanyahu got cold feet over historic peace initiative
Anyone trying to decipher the true profile of Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu should take an in-depth look at the news
reports and informative details that were leaked in 2016 surrounding the endless negotiations held between Netanyahu and
Zionist  Camp leader  Isaac  Herzog  about  forming  a  unity  government in  Israel.  Herzog’s  Zionist  Camp was  due to  enter
Netanyahu’s government as part of a dramatic move of renewing the diplomatic process with the Palestinians and establishing a
regional peace initiative. The pragmatic Arab (Sunni bloc) states were supposed to join this process at a well-publicized summit.
Initial details about these negotiations were published here in Al-Monitor numerous times.  An article by Barak Ravid in Haaretz
on March 5 completes this fascinating puzzle. The puzzle includes (in addition to Netanyahu and Herzog) other notables such
as former US Secretary of State John Kerry, Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, Jordanian King Abdullah II  and rulers of
Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates and other Gulf states. Other actors include former British Prime Minister Tony Blair,
Israeli-American billionaire Arnon Milchan, agents in the European Union and innumerable other mediators and emissaries
representing themselves.
Two sceptical  people accompanied the process from beginning to end: then-US President Barack Obama and Palestinian
President Mahmoud Abbas. Neither of these two believed that something real would emerge from this tumult.   Netanyahu
operated this tremendous international deployment on two separate tracks, including the “fast track” run by Kerry, who continued
to hope for the best until the very last minute. The more modest “slow track” was run between Netanyahu, Herzog and Sisi, with
the energetic behind-the-scenes participation of Blair and Milchan.  The two tracks did not conflict with each other but operated
simultaneously. The topic of discussion in both tracks involved a dramatic international conference and an announcement of
renewing the peace process.

Kerry’s plan was to get Netanyahu to commit himself to the principles of a permanent agreement and to take things even further
politically and diplomatically. This would have enabled high-level personages from Arab countries (such as foreign ministers) to
publicly join the event. But with Sisi, Netanyahu took fewer risks and also received fewer perks: He was supposed to fly to Cairo
in secret and then convene a “surprise” press conference with Sisi. This press conference was to be held in the presence of
King  Abdullah  and  lower-level  representatives  from  Saudi  Arabia  and  the  Gulf  countries,  evidently  at  the  level  of  local
ambassador or deputy foreign minister. All of these notables (including Herzog) were supposed to smile widely during the press
conference and festively announce the renewal of negotiations on two levels: the Israel-Palestinian and Israeli-Arab tracks.
Then Netanyahu and Herzog were to return to Israel and hold their own press conference at the airport. There they would be
joined by then-Defence Minister Moshe Ya’alon and Finance Minister Moshe Kahlon, to provide the prime minister with political
armour.

Netanyahu, Herzog and all  the others invested scores of days and nights,  flights,  drafts and proposals in  this large-scale
venture. Netanyahu met with Kerry at least twice, including over a very long dinner in Italy. Herzog almost went to live with
Netanyahu. Milchan and Blair were the mediating cheerleaders who attempted to round up support and goodwill. Sisi also took
an active part; some think that he was too active. The Saudi top brass and other high-ranking personages from the Gulf were
also in deep. Many clandestine meetings were held between the sides. Some were in Cairo, others in Cyprus and in other
locations.  Herzog tried to guarantee his position by holding many talks with leaders and diplomats, some of them from countries
with whom Israel has no diplomatic relations. Al-Monitor was informed of at least one visit paid by Herzog to an Arab country
with which Israel does not have diplomatic relations. A senior political source, speaking on condition of anonymity,  quoted
Herzog as saying that “Bibi can fool me, but I don’t believe that he can fool everyone.” Herzog derived a lot of encouragement
from these talks. He did not believe that Netanyahu would be able to deny it all later on.

There were ups and downs, moments of tension and alarm, but the bottom line is clear: It was much ado about nothing. It is just
like what Netanyahu likes to say in the context of the police investigations against him: “There will be nothing, because there is
nothing.”  By now it’s already clear that Netanyahu didn’t waste such an intensive year in order to widen the coalition, to reach a
diplomatic breakthrough or to make history. He did it simply to keep the American administration occupied, to create the illusion
of hope for a diplomatic process to be renewed “any day now.” He hoped to pacify Kerry, who would then calm down Obama,
who would then give up his intention to wreak vengeance on Israel for eight years of deadlock — and opting in its stead for a
“grand finale” diplomatic achievement.  Those who really understand what makes Netanyahu tick — those who are closely
acquainted with the complicated history of his leadership — knew all along that at the moment of truth, the prime minister would
abandon ship. And that is exactly what happened. Netanyahu is always the first to blink.

The first time during this yearlong process that he got cold feet he decided to bring Yisrael Beitenu head Avigdor Liberman into
the government instead of Herzog. This unexpected, pointed about-face took place in May 2016, leaving the entire system in
shock. But Netanyahu’s true artistry lies in his ability to collect the pieces together after his shake-up and then recruit everyone
again. The second time, it  blew up last October,  just  before the formulation of  the  final  version  of the detailed draft  that
Netanyahu created for Herzog. This time, the excuse was the fact that the High Court of Justice had refused to extend the date
for the evacuation of the Amona settlement. According to a diplomatic source speaking on condition of anonymity, Netanyahu
claimed that the evacuation had caused a crisis in his coalition and asked Herzog to wait “a few more months.” At that point,
Herzog knew that all was lost. He suddenly understood that he had spent an entire year with his foot on the gas — in neutral.
And that year had wiped out his entire career. The leaks about his anticipated entrance to the government turned him into a
political punching bag. When it was all over and he had nothing to show for his efforts, he became a laughingstock. Today, as
details about what almost happened have started to leak out, Herzog is trying to restore his public image.

“I did what I did for the state, not for myself,” he said with no small measure of truth — according to a political source speaking
on condition of anonymity. It’s a shame that he didn’t check Netanyahu’s record before getting into this futile romance with him.
It’s a shame that he didn’t ask late President Shimon Peres, former US President Bill Clinton, former Secretaries of State John
Kerry and Madeleine Albright, former Palestinian Prime Minister Ahmed Qurei (Abu Alaa), and many other better and wiser
people who had been led astray by Netanyahu. And it always ends the same way: Netanyahu changes his mind, hesitates and
vacillates, asks for more time, finds an excuse and then disappears. There is no one who has succeeded in severing him from
his mythological right-wing electoral base. Period.
Source:  Ben Caspit, Al Monitor, 06.03.2017 
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Read  more:  http://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2017/03/israel-netanyahu-herzog-diplomacy-palestine-egypt-al-
sisi.html#ixzz4awu67bBx

10. On International Women's Day, Palestinian women continue to suffer under Israeli 
occupation 

The Palestinian Authority has declared 8th of March, International  Women's Day, a national holiday. “We are proud of the
Palestinian women who are considered the foundation of the family and society and full  partners to men in the workplace,
education and building, and main partners in the long struggle of our people for freedom and independence,” Prime Minister
Rami Hamdallah told his cabinet during their meeting in Bethlehem.  On International Women's Day, 56 Palestinian women
including 16 under 18 year olds are sitting in Israeli prisons for resisting occupation, the Prisoners Affairs Committee reported.
Over 15,000 Palestinian women and young girls have been detained since 1967. 
 
Palestinian women do not only lose their  lives to political  and administrative detentions in poor condition prisons.  These
mothers, sisters and wives have been at the heart of resistance in Palestine since the 1920s and often are the unsung heroes of
the fight against Israel's ever-growing settler colonial project.  Some have died as martyrs, some have lived to tell the tale of the
countless wars and battles. They die besieged in hospitals, at checkpoints during labour, raided in their own homes in the
middle of the night and bombed in their sleep. They lose their family members including husbands and their children to Israel's
brutal occupation. Some lost their entire family clan during the last war on Gaza. Palestinian women endure humiliation by
Israeli Occupation Forces, broken up from their families due to rarely afforded permits to freely move around their own lands. 
 
They face problems in every aspect of their lives- education, health, housing, and employment. Water, electricity and safety in
their own homes is a precious commodity. Their basic needs are not met, all the while, Israel persists to  annex their land and
dispossess them from their  own properties.  Israel  demolishes  their  homes and businesses,  and replaces  them with ever-
growing illegal Israeli settlements while armed Israeli settlers terrorise Palestinian girls and women.  The Occupation forces
ethnically cleanse Palestinians not only only from their land, but try to wipe out their history, their language  and appropriate
their culture.  In  Israel,  Palestinian women endure over 80 racist  laws and are marginalised although they are indigenous
peoples. In the West Bank, they suffer military checkpoints, restriction of movement and an apartheid wall while their resources
and lifelines are stolen. They are forced to demolish their own homes while their children suffer abuse and humilation on the
way to school. 
 
In  Gaza,  women live  in  destroyed  buildings  and  rubble  with  lack  of  heat,  electricity  and  sanitation.  They  die  in  poverty,
heartbreak  and  curable  conditions  because  Israel  prohibits  necessary  medical  equipment  to  reach  their  hospitals  while
preventing them to travel outside for treatment.  Scattered all over the world are millions of Palestinian girls and women who
have been forcibly displaced from their homes.  They have the right of going back to their homes, restitution and compensation
in Palestine as stipulated in UN resolution 194. Their rights are ignored meanwhile Israel encourages any Jewish person from
anywhere in the world to reside in Israel and illegal Israeli Settlements in the West Bank and to take up citizenship. 
 
They are called terrorists despite having the legal  right to  resist  their occupiers.   They grow up in the most unimaginable
conditions compared to many women all over the world. All the while raising families, working, studying and resisting a military
occupation and blockade that has been seeking to crush their spirits, drive them away from their homes and slowly kill them in a
gradually unfolding genocide. They protest, organise, educate and fight on a  daily basis for even their most basic human rights.
 
Huda Abed, 40 living in Gaza writes:
 
"As a woman, I have to manage my life fulfilling less of my needs using the little money that comes in because my husband is
jobless due to the economic situation and blockade on Gaza. I have to arrange my house work according to the electricity
timetable: cooking, washing clothes, cleaning the house, ironing, teaching children and even my visits. And as a result, I work
under hard pressure and like a machine for 6 to 8 hours, and do almost nothing for the rest of the day"  "When I go to the market
to buy clothes and house necessities, I actually spend double the time because everything is expensive as goods have a very
long and expensive trip till they reach us if they do come. All these happen because of the blockade that makes our lives as
women very hard and unaffordable" Huda stated.
 
Huda adds that Israeli restrictions on freedom of movement break her and her family apart. "I didn’t see my family for ten years
and one of my brothers for twenty years because of Israeli  siege on crossings."  On the international women's celebration
tomorrow,   Huda writes that the Palestinian women will celebrate the International Women’s Day in a very special way that
cannot be found in any other place. Without electricity, without their loved ones but with dignity and love of life.  So on this
International  Women's  Day,  lets  not  forget  the  struggle  of  women  all  over  the  world,  including  Palestinian  women.  Let's
remember the sacrifices women make and unite our struggle for justice in a broad movement for women everywhere.
Source: Vyara Gylsen, EuroPal Forum, 07.03.2017 

11. Palestinian factions call for halting security coordination
Palestinian  factions  called,  in  separate  statements  on  Monday,  for  halting  security  coordination  with  Israeli  occupation
authorities (IOA) and protecting Palestinians in response to the Israeli crime of assassinating Basel al-Araj in al-Bireh city at
dawn today. The Hamas leader Ismail  Radwan told Quds Press that the assassination of al-Araj  questions the role of the
Palestinian Authority (PA) which does not defend its people, saying that it is a normal result of the PA security coordination with
the IOA.  The Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine opined, in another statement, that the assassination crime of al-Araj
was the  result  of  PA security  coordination  with  Israel. The Islamic  Jihad leader  Khader  Adnan praised martyr  al-Araj  and
described him as an extraordinary fighter.
 
The Palestinian resistance committees called for  igniting confrontations with Israeli  soldiers as well  as settlers in  order to
avenge the martyr. The Palestinian Health Ministry announced Monday morning the martyrdom of Basel al-Araj, from al-Walajeh
town in Bethlehem, who was killed by Israeli soldiers in Ramallah. Israeli media reported that he was killed in an armed clash
with Israeli special forces in downtown Ramallah. 
Source: Palestinian Information Centre/EuroPal Forum, 06.03.2017 
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12. Report: Gaza war could have been avoided if Israel addressed humanitarian concerns
A new report by the Israeli state comptroller on Israel’s 2014 military campaign against Gaza concludes that war could have
been avoided if the Strip’s humanitarian condition was allowed to improve.  The report stated that Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu and the defence minister were derelict in their supreme duty, to do everything possible to prevent war. After the war
started, the report  explained, the same officials,  failed in their  main task: to seek an end to it  quickly,  with a minimum of
casualties and a decisive outcome.  The 200-page report was released yesterday, about two and a half years after the end of
the war in August 2014. It deals both with the decision making process in the security cabinet relating to Gaza before “Operation
Protective Edge”, as the war is officially known in Israel, and with issues relating to the tunnels in Gaza. The report does not
deal directly with the conduct of the war itself or its results.
 
Israel’s 2014 invasion of Gaza was its third onslaught on the Strip in five years. The war killed 2,251 Palestinians, more than half
of them civilians according to UN figures, and 74 Israelis, including six civilians. The intense fighting over 51 days also reduced
swaths  of  Gaza  to  piles  of  rubble,  and  displaced  500,000  people.   The  long-awaited  investigation  said  that  the  Israeli
government had for months ignored a growing humanitarian crisis inside Gaza and failed to consider diplomatic moves that
could  have averted  the  outbreak of  hostilities.   The report  admitted  that  both  sides – Hamas and Israel  –  didn’t  want  a
confrontation and, in the end, were dragged into it.
 
Previous warnings
The report cited Major General Yoav Mordechai, coordinator of Government Activities in the [Occupied] Territories, who at the
end of June 2014, weeks before the war broke out, warned that “the Gaza Strip is descending into crisis…which has reached an
unprecedented point”.  In other words, it is possible that if the government of Israel understood the severity of the economic and
humanitarian crisis in Gaza and acted accordingly, the war was preventable.  The report found that in the run-up to war, as the
humanitarian situation in Gaza deteriorated, the security cabinet did not hold a single “meaningful discussion” on the situation,
nor had it  developed a strategy regarding Gaza.  Commenting on the  tunnels,  the  report  confirmed that the  tunnels were
described as a major threat to Israel and their destruction was seen as one of the main goals of the war. “And yet the actions
taken to deal with the threat did not match this definition,” the state comptroller concluded.
Source: MEMO/EuroPal Forum, 01.03.2017 
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